A fternoon Tea
Indulge in an opulent afternoon tea experience at The Gleniffer, why not treat your nearest and dearest
with an afternoon, to remember? Enjoy our Chef’s selection of fresh, homemade sandwiches and
delicate patisseries in the comfortable surroundings of our recently renovated hotel.
Delve into a selection of tantalising sandwiches, on Italian bloomer bread, including, salmon, ham, egg
mayo, tuna and more; fillings are changed daily – who knows what’s in store? Tuck into our Baker’s
selection of freshly produced, delicate and mouth-watering pastries, cakes and scones with clotted
cream and preserves.
If you’re looking for a little more indulgence, why not upgrade to include a glass of prosecco, or bottle
of champagne? The perfect addition for a special occasion, or just regaling in style!

BRONZE
AFTERNOON TEA FOR 2 • £24.00

SILVER
AFTERNOON TEA FOR 2, WITH A GLASS OF PROSECCO £29.00

GOLD
AFTERNOON TEA FOR 2, WITH BOTTLE OF PROSECCO £42.00

PLATINUM
AFTERNOON TEA FOR 2, WITH BOTTLE OF CHAMPAGNE £74.00
Your choice of tea or filter coffee. £2 supplement for coffee upgrade.

G entleman’ s Afternoon Tea
For the sophisticated man about town, our Gentleman’s Afternoon Tea is the perfect afternoon of
indulgence; whether you’re treating your old man or fancy the sound of enticing nibbles and a dram
for yourself. Our traditional afternoon tea has been, passionately, punched up to satisfy a man’s dining
needs; it’s the perfect indulgence for those discerning guests who appreciate a hearty fayre, hot tea,
fine beer, or a whisky dram, and excellent company.
You can expect hearty, hand-crafted delights; tucking into an array of freshly prepared goodies,
sampling the likes of house-baked sausage rolls, chunky sandwiches, and in-house-made steak and
gravy pies. You’ll then move on to a selection of delicious cheeses and chutney, served with Scottish
oatcakes – topped off with a refreshing beer, or whisky dram, of your choice.
It’s not just for gentlemen either - we believe it will also appeal to anyone looking for an exuberant,
slant on the traditional afternoon tea. If you’re a fan of the finer things in life and prefer your
afternoon teas to be a savoury affair; this one is for you.

GENTLEMAN’S AFTERNOON TEA FOR 2

£38.00

Your choice of tea or filter coffee. £2 supplement for coffee upgrade.

T&C’s Apply: Additional guests will be charged 50% of the purchase price. Table required back after 2 hours. 24hr advance booking notice is
advised to avoid disappointment. Available 12–4 pm, 7 days. £2 supplement for speciality coffee upgrade.

